
STAMPS
Snowflake Serenade

INK
Ripe Avocado, Spring Moss, and Chamomile Tea Dye Ink

PAPER
 5 sheets of Rustic Cream cardstock

13 sheets of Ripe Avocado cardstock

Holiday Cheer Patterned Paper Pad

OTHER
(2) spools Vintage Cream Grosgrain

(1) spool Rustic Cream Button Twine

(1) bag Vintage Raspberry Fizz buttons

(1) package KaiserCraft Raspberry Fizz Rhinestones

 
TOOLS
EK Success scallop punch

Marvy Uchida corner rounder

UPPLIES for 25 cardsS
Ripe Avocado card base:  4 ¾”x 8 ½”

Rustic Cream cardstock:  4 ¾” x 2 ½”

Holiday Cheer paper (for scalloped edge)  4 ¾” x 1”

Holiday Cheer paper (for along top edge):  4 ¾” x ¾”

Vintage Cream Grosgrain:  11”

Vintage Cream Twine cut according to the usage required 
to attach each button
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irectionsD

1.  Fold card base in half.  Stamp sentiment along bottom edge of Vintage Cream cardstock block. 
   
2. Punch or cut top edge of Vintage Cream cardstock using a scalloped border punch or decorative scissors.  
    Stamp medium snowflake image near upper left corner using Spring Moss ink and distress with ink.
   
3. Repeat step 2 on Holiday Cheer paper strip measuring 4 ¾” x 1”.  Make sure to cut or punch the edge exactly 
    the same way as the Vintage Cream cardstock edge so that when layered the decorative edges line up.
   
4. Adhere layers together with the Holiday Cheer scallop showing above top edge of Vintage Cream cardstock 
    just a bit and adhere to bottom of card.  Round bottom corners and distress with ink. 
   
5. Adhere the 2nd Holiday Cheer paper strip along top edge of card.
   
6. Wrap ribbon around card just below Holiday Cheer strip or adhere in place along seam.  Tie a bow slightly 
    to the right of center and embellish center with a button tied with twine.
   
7. Add gems to embellish sentiment.
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